
 

 Real -Time Control
 No knowledge no pain. In security it is quite the opposite - no

knowledge can cause great pain and loss

 With this in mind, we developed WatchLock, the  lock  that

 .both guards and reports

The ultimate Gatekeeper: Strong, Elegant and Hi-Tech

 WatchLock combines Mul-T-Lock’s High Security padlock

 and an electronic alarm system from Starcom Systems. This

 is an intelligent integration of security with real-time

alert and tracking from anywhere to anywhere



 Security
 A high quality High Security mechanical lock from
 Mul-T-Lock - reliable, robust, and featuring advanced key
duplication control.

 Personal Control
 You are the first to receive a real-time alert if the lock is
 opened at an unusual time. Reports about the lock exiting
a predefined area are received at the predefined intervals
Knowledge = Control.

 Quick Response
You can react immediately upon receiving an alert of any
deviation from the routine.

 
 Monitoring
 Consistent reports transmitted by WatchLock provide you
 with information about opening and closing hours, enabling
 you to verify employee and vendor reports. Work hours
monitoring can lead to greater efficiency and savings.

 Supervision
 WatchLock helps to prevent theft by both staff and intruders
and, if necessary, assists in locating the lock itself - if it has
been stolen or misplaced.

 Comfort
 The mechanism operates without the need of an infrastructure
 or wiring, and is effective even in remote and hard-to-reach
areas. Ongoing reports from the lock save the need for its

 physical inspection.

 Reliability
 WatchLock is the result of cooperative efforts by Mul-T-Lock
 and Starcom Systems, two industry leaders, whose
 experience, professionalism, and innovation ensure a
 high-quality, uncompromising product that will provide the
 solution for your real needs.

 Ease of Use
After a simple installation, like that of a cell phone, the lock
is operational.

  Cost Reduction
WatchLock - “the reporting lock” - enables you to save
supervision and inspection expenses.

 With

 WatchLock,

 you are

 the first to

know
 WatchLock
 provides you with
 a unique combination
of advantages
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WatchLock
An essential tool in the chain of control
  To the end of the world
 WatchLock is a standalone product that requires no external power source,

 making it the optimal solution for securing remote locations, such as

infrastructures, power and relay stations and army bases.

 

Property supervision
 Whether we talk of a private farmstead, a trailer, a motorcycle, a silo or a

 distant  warehouse, WatchLock secures your assets by supervising all openings and

closings, and enables you to react immediately, even when you are far away.

 

Container supervision
 Has the container door remained locked as required during the entire duration

 of the trip? At a border crossing? At a port? Where is the container at this

 ֿmoment? WatchLock tracks the container throughout its voyage, sending an alert

of any unauthorized opening of the doors.  You are in control at all times.

Tracking vehicles
 As the one responsible for the distribution fleet of vehicles, trucks and vans, it is

 .important that you know exactly when and where the delivery door is opened

 You also need to know whether the door was opened outside of the authorized

area. WatchLock provides you with this crucial information.

  Reporting from anywhere
 Is the garbage container collecting garbage or has it possbly “popped” across the

 border? WatchLock lets you know at all times where the container is situated and

enables remote supervision

 

Exact geographic location
 WatchLock informs you of the entries and exits to and from a defined area

at the predefined intervals.

Automatic reporting
 You want to ensure that there is no irregular opening of automatic machines or

 electronic games. WatchLock will notify of any irregularities, specifying the exact

location, and allowing you immediate reaction.

Accessible even in remote areas
WatchLock is perfect for hard-to-reach places, which prevent physical

 inspection of the lock. This feature makes WatchLock the ideal solution for

 inaccessible locations, such as water lines, high antennas and

supervision cameras.
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 The complete WatchLock system consists of a High Security padlock and an online web,

.application, each provided separately

 The online application is an internet based flexible events generator, enabling real-time

                               .monitoring from anywhere at any time

Software installed on Starcom Systems’ servers includes:

Database of locks (name, location, etc(.      

Definition of parameters that define irregular events, areas and times   

Definition of the destination for sending alerts (e-mail, sms(   

Maps for the exact location of the lock   

 Specifications for ongoing reporting time intervals   

WatchLock
Advanced application for real - time control
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WatchLock
A strong lock, an efficient system

WatchLock
The contents of the kit:

WatchLock integrates mechanical strength, reliable communications and user friendliness

WatchLock

Professional High Security padlock - C10

 Operation:

 Pop-open shackle that retains the key

when open

Materials:

Shell: hardened steel black plated

Core: solid brass

Shackle: hardened boron alloy steel

Additional features:

Protective shutter against dust contamination

 Drainage holes against freezing and corrosion

Weather durability: -400c - +600c

Duplication key control:

 Patented keys protected by a personal

 key card that is presented before

key duplication

Cylinder mechanism:

 Mul-T-Lock Õs unique High Security  pin tumbler

 system offering keyed different keyed alike

or master key systems

Pick & drill resistant for higher protection

Keys:

Reversible nickel silver with plastic key head

 Standards:

Security Gr 3 according to and 12320 AND EN 1627

C10 lock Mul-T-Lock High Security padlock:

A plastic covering that contains an electronic board attached to the lock

 The electronic board includes: CPU, GPS receiver & antenna, and cellular modem & antena

2rechargeable batteries

Charger

Keys and duplication card
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Mul-T-Lock Ltd. is a worldwide leader in High

 Security solutions and a fully owned selling unit

 of ASSA ABLOY, world’s leader in door opening

 solutions. Mul-T-Lock holds hundreds of

 international patents for its innovative products

which comply with the toughest international

 standards. Mul-T-Lock has built an international

 reputation based on unique design, quality

 products, adaptation to changing market needs

 and excellent customer service. The company

 sells its vast arsenal of field-proven, High Security

 solutions through its 10 selling units and

 distribution network in nearly 100 countries.

 

 Starcom Systems Ltd. develops, manufactures

 and markets automated systems for remote

,monitoring and management of fleets of vehicles

 containers and people. The systems provide

 a complete solution, consisting of innovative

 equipment and unique software. Thanks to the

 user-friendliness of the system, it provides useful

 and effective solution for every need, With more

 than 15 years of experience and expertise,

 Starcom Systems distributes and sells its

 products through 110 technology partners and

 independent operators in more than 53 countries,

.and its application operate in 32 languages

Mul-T-Lock & Starcom Systems
Mechanical Strength. Electronic Sophistication.
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For more information visit
www.watchlock.com



GPS

 Environmental

Specifications

CPU

Battery

GSM

 Communication

 Physical

Specifications

Accelerometer

Access Port

Power consumption

(mA(

Watchlock – Technical Specifications

Protocol Type
Time To First Fix (TTFF(

Positioning Accuracy
Velocity:

Antenna Type

Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

Protection Rating 

Static RAM
Nonvolatile Memory

Flash Memory

Type
Power

Type
Band

Channels

Emission Power (TX(

Dimensions
Weight

Type
Purpose

Type

Sleep/Idle
GPS only

GPRS only
GPS and GPRS

NMEA (Binary(
12 (hot start(

10m CEP (50%(
0.2m/s (50%(

Built in (concealed(

(-20(C - (+60(C
(-40(C - (+85(C

IP65

128 Kb
34 Kb

2048 Kb

Lithium-ion Polymer
3.7V 620mAh

Motorola g30 / U-blox LEON
Quad (800/1900, 

850/1800( SMS, GPRS
850/900 class 4 (2 Watt(

1800/1900 class 1 
(1 Watt(

71mm x 86mm x 47mm 625 
g

4 Axis, 0.1g resolution
Identify and report events of 

impact

USB

0.1
75
75

135


